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Abstract

Internal supervision in the school is currently experiencing various problems. Supervision preparation problems are related to: lacking of supervision plan, lacking of holistic and systematic planning, and lacking of analysis in current conditions or requirements. While supervision operational problems are included: lacking of supervision cooperation, lacking of knowledgeable and skillful supervisors, and lacking of feedback to supervisees. Problems in evaluation are included: lacking of ongoing supervision and monitoring in a systematically and continually manner. Whereas, supervision is a continuation of a system based on the participation of all parties involved. This is a procedure in management of academic for controlling quality in education.

The research aimed 1) to study the components of the team-based internal supervision system for the primary schools under the Office of the Basic Education Commission, 2) to examine the current states and desirable characteristics of the team-based internal supervision system, 3) to develop the team-based internal supervision system, and 4) to evaluate the use of the team-based internal supervision system for the primary schools under this study. The research and development process was divided into four stages: 1) System study and analysis: it was concerned with studying and analyzing the components evaluated by the experts; current states and desirable characteristics were studied from 380 primary schools. 2) System design and development: in this stage data obtained in the first stage were used to design and develop the team-based internal supervision system; three experts evaluated the system. 3) System application: the system was experimentally used in two primary schools which were different in size; the tool used was a handbook on a system. 4) System evaluation: it was a summarization of the results of the system use. Statistics used in data analysis were percentage, mean, standard deviation, and PNI Modified.

The research found that the team-based internal supervision system for the primary schools under the Office of the Basic Education Commission was composed of 4 main and 17 sub-components. Input consisted of 6 sub-components, process consisted of 6 sub-components, output and outcome had 3 sub-components, feedback consisted of 2 sub-components. The current conditions of supervision in elementary schools under the Office of Basic Education Commission, had to perform internal supervision at a moderate level. The desirable conditions of the team-based supervision were at most desirable level. There were six sub-systems have been developed.

Following the use of the system, it was found that the supervision team gained an increased knowledge and ability in the internal supervision. All of the teachers of the two primary schools in the study acquired a better knowledge on the system. They also were better equipped with an ability to organize the instructional process more effectively than before. They had a better teaching behavior as well.
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1. Introduction

A quality educational organization is directly concerned with individuals and youths. An effective education has a positive impact on the national development to keep pace with the changing world. Education is a key process in developing humans to be qualified and makes them able to adjust to the changing conditions. According to the National Education Act of 1999 B.E. (Article 6), an educational organization must be undertaken to make humans to be perfect in physical, mental, intellectual aspects. In addition, humans who are educated should be virtuous, ethical and cultured so that they are able to live happily with others (Office of the National Education Commission, 2002).
Considering as an educational organization, there are many problems to be dealt with to the increasing of an educational opportunity for people. As regards an educational quality particularly at the preliminary level, there are problems related to the ability to be competitive at the national level. Besides, administration and educational organization have to be considerably improved (Ministry of Education, 2012).

The external quality evaluation in round 3 (2011-2015) revealed that the primary schools, which were not accredited located in the Northeastern of Thailand (National Education Test Institute, 2014). With the O-Net scores of Grade 6 students in the academic year of 2012 compared, the student’s average scores were the lowest in mathematics, science, and English. These problems need to be urgently tackled. As a result, there was an attempt to establish an agency responsible for the education quality. The internal supervision comes into being the help to control the educational quality. It is a working process of school administrators and of those assigned as a quality development. The purpose is to enhance learner’s learning achievement.

However, there are problems concerning supervision, monitoring, evaluation, promotion and cooperation of those concerned. As the Office of the Primary Education Service Area cannot fully support learning and teaching supervision, the ensuing problems are personnel lack of knowledge and understanding of supervision. Additionally, school administrators are unaware of the significance of supervision. Teachers develop a negative attitude towards the supervision and are not prepared (Ueawong, 2013). The office of the National Education Commission, thus, recommended the guidelines for a new method of supervision called “Coaching and Mentoring”. This new method aimed to elevate learning achievement. However, the O-NET results showed that grade six student’s scores were relatively low in mathematics, science, and English. The problems may be due to the fact that education supervisors were inadequate and there were no cooperation between school administrators and teachers. Besides, the supervisors could not understand the problems as well as school administrators and teachers (Poonbua, 2013; Ritcharoon et al., 2013). Other problems of supervision were that schools did not study the current states and needs for development; they had no plans, alternatives and teamwork; there were no evaluations, improvements and developments (Ninpan et al., 2010).

A development of the team-based internal supervision was the use of the technique to improve and enhance an efficiency of the supervision mission as the school internal supervision and a teamwork were supplementary to each other, which could positively affect the school performance (Senior, 2002). A teamwork can make the operation more effectively and it can play a key role in achieving objectives. Members of any agency feel themselves a part of an organization and become proud in themselves. Hence, it is essential to build a teamwork by setting up objectives, vision, mission, and skills (Herrenkohl, 2004). The team has to have the factors to reach the common goals. The team members have to recognize one another and they have to have a good communication and be cooperative to make a decision under the common objectives (McGourty & Demeuse, 2001).

The researcher is aware of the problems and significance of the internal supervision which must heavily rely on teamwork. The supervision requires participation from all parties concerned and a continuous and systematic supervision. Being interested in the development of the internal supervision based on the teamwork to regulate the supervision process, the researcher conducted a study to enhance an educational efficiency and provide assistance, counseling and advice on the teaching and learning process so that the results can be achieved.

2. Objectives
1) To study components of the team-based internal supervision system for the primary schools under the office of the basic education commission.
2) To explore the current and desirable states of the internal supervision system in the study.
3) To develop the team-based internal supervision system for the primary schools.
4) To evaluate the results of using the internal supervision system in question.

3. Method
The research was divided into four phrases and five steps.
Phase one: Systems Investigation and Analysis
Step one studied and determined the components of the team-based internal supervision. It examined the documents, concepts, theories and relevant research on the system development, the school internal supervision and teamwork. The components were determined and evaluated by seven experts. The research tools consisted of the evaluation format. Statistics used in data analysis were mean and standard deviation.

Step two examined the current states of the internal supervision in the primary schools under the Office of the
Basic Education Commission and desirable conditions of the supervision system. A questionnaire was administered to explore the opinions of school administrators and teachers totaling 760 subjects from 380 primary schools. A multiple random sampling was used in the research. The research instruments were: the questionnaire with a confidence value equivalent to 0.78 on the current and desirable states and the questionnaire of a confidence value equivalent to 0.91 on desirable states. Five experts evaluated an index of consistency of the questionnaire. Statistics used in data analysis were percentage, mean, and standard deviation.

Phase two: System Design

Step three constructed and developed the team-based internal supervision system for the primary schools. In this step, data derived in step one was used as the guidelines in developing the supervision system in question. In addition, priority needs were modified to develop the system and make a handbook on the system. Nine experts made an evaluation of the system. The research instruments were the evaluation of format for the team-based internal supervision system and the evaluation of format for a handbook. Statistics used in data analysis were mean, standard deviation and PNI modified.

Phase three: System Implementation

Step four implemented the team-based internal supervision system for two primary schools under the Office of the Basic Education Commission. The two schools were different in their sizes. The research instruments were: 1) A test of knowledge on the internal supervision and an evaluation format on the ability of the team-based internal supervision; 2) a test of knowledge on a learning and teaching organization, a evaluation format on the ability to organize a teaching and learning process, and an observation format for learning and teaching behavior. Statistics in data analysis were percentage, mean, and standard deviation.

Phase four: System Evaluation

Step five evaluated and improved the team-based internal supervision system. It surveyed and evaluated the satisfaction of those who were supervised and of the team that did supervision. It also summarized the implementation and reported the results to those concerned. The research tool used in this step was the evaluation of a satisfaction of the supervising team on the implementation of the supervision system and of those who were supervised. Statistics used in data analysis were mean and standard deviation.

4. Result

4.1 The Team-Based Internal Supervision System Consisted of 4 Main Components and 17 Sub-Components

Four main components could be described as follows:

Input consisted of supervisors, their potential, supervisees, supporting resources, supporting environments and team management.

Process consisted of creating the team-based internal supervising team, planning the internal supervision, determining the strategies in the internal supervision, implementing the internal supervision, monitoring the internal supervision, and evaluating the internal supervision.

Output and outcome consisted of outcomes on the supervisor’s part, outcomes on the supervisee’s part, and satisfaction.

Feedback consisted of reports of the results and correction and improvement.

Table 1. Analysis of elements of the team-based internal supervision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main elements</th>
<th>Elements from experts or organizations (frequency)</th>
<th>Sub-elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Related persons to supervision (5)</td>
<td>Internal supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supervision Skills (4)</td>
<td>Competency of internal supervisor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers with quality in education management (4)</td>
<td>Internal supervisee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership of school administrators (3)</td>
<td>Supporting resources for internal supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation in working (3)</td>
<td>Supporting environment for internal supervision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Internal environment of school (3)</td>
<td>Management within team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resources allocation (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teachers performance standards (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Principles of supervision (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperation (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication (3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4.2 Current and Desirable States of the Team-Based Internal Supervision System

It was found that on input the current states were implemented at a high level and the desirable states were implemented at the highest level in all items except the item on the supporting environment which was implemented at a high level.

On the process, the current states were implemented at a moderate level except the items on the implementation of the internal supervision and the evaluation which were implemented at the highest level. The desirable states were implemented at the highest level in all items.

On the output and outcome, the current states were implemented at a moderate level except the item on satisfaction which was found to be at a high level. The desirable states were implemented at the highest level.

As regards the need priority (PNI Modified) in developing the team-based internal supervision system for the primary schools under the Office of Basic Education Commission, it was found that on the input, the PNI Modified in the first three were team management, supervisees and supporting resources. On the process, the PNIs in the first three were monitoring and following-up, determining the strategies in the internal supervision, and planning the internal supervision. On the output and outcome, the PNIs of the first three were the outcomes on the supervisor’s part, the outcomes on the supervisee’s part and satisfaction.

### 4.3 Results of Designing and Developing the System in the Study

It was found that as shown in figure 1, the internal supervision system was divided into six.

Creating the team-based internal supervision team. The procedures were: 1) school administrators chose teachers from the school to join the internal supervision team, 2) team members were trained, and 3) results of training and practice were evaluated.

Planning the team-based internal supervision. The procedures were: 1) school administrators and supervision team organized the meeting in which the supervisee teachers participated, 2) the internal supervision system and teachers’ teaching and learning activities were analyzed to be used to determine the targets of the supervision, and 3) the internal supervision calendar was determined.

Determining the strategies for the team-based internal supervision: the procedures were: 1) school administrators
and supervision team determined the strategies, techniques and methods, 2) roles and duties were assigned to the supervision team members, and 3) rules and regulations in implementing the supervision were determined and set up.

Implementation of the team-based internal supervision. The procedures were: 1) school administrators and supervision team held a meeting to provide details to the supervisee teachers and to test their knowledge, 2) school administrators and team evaluated the performance of the supervisee teachers, and 3) they implemented the supervision on teaching of the supervisees.

Test of knowledge of the supervisee teachers after they were supervised. On monitoring and follow up: the procedures were as follows: 1) school administrators and supervision team carried out the internal supervision in the schools at least once a month, 2) they observed the supervisees’ teaching behavior during the supervision, and 3) the results of the implementation of the internal supervision were summarized after the supervision was implemented.

Evaluation of the internal supervision. The procedures were as follows: 1) school administrators and supervision team surveyed satisfaction of the supervisee teachers in the internal satisfaction, 2) they evaluated a satisfaction towards the system, 3) they organized the meeting involving the supervisee teachers. A handbook on the system was designed. The handbook in question was divided into four parts. Part 1 consisted of background, significance and objectives; Part 2 consisted of components of the team-based internal supervision, indicators, and sub-system; Part 3 consisted of forming the supervision team, planning the internal supervision, determining the strategies for the supervision, implementing the supervision, monitoring and following up the supervision, and evaluating the results of the supervision; and Part 4 consisted of the instruments used to form the supervision team and to implement the supervision.

Figure 1. Team-based internal supervision system

4.4 Considering the Results of Using the Team-Based Internal Supervision System for the Primary Schools

The following results were found:

School A (small sized)

The supervising team could secure a passing score of 75%. The team’s knowledge development ranged between 35-40%. The team members had a higher ability in the supervision.

The teachers who were supervised could organize a teaching and learning process more effectively than before. They also could keep improving their ability in organizing the instructional activities. Their score average kept
rising as shown in the ascending order: first time, an average score was 2.51; second time, an average score was 2.69; third time, an average score was 2.79 and fourth time, an average score was 2.87.

As regards to satisfaction, the supervising team was satisfied with the use of the internal supervision system at the highest level. The supervisees were also satisfied with the internal supervision at the highest level.

School B (Medium-sized)
The supervising team could score 75% of the test. The team’s knowledge development ranged between 35-45 and the team members all had an ability in the supervision at a high level.

The supervisee teachers could organize a teaching and learning process more effectively in all aspects. The teachers teaching kept improving following each supervision as shown in the rising order: first time, an average score was 2.56; second time, an average score was 2.74; third time, an average score was 2.91 and fourth time, an average score was 2.95. Based on an observation, the supervisee teachers had a better change in their teaching behavior.

It was found that the supervisor team was satisfied with the use of the team-based internal supervision system at the highest level. The supervisees were satisfied with the internal supervision at the highest level.

5. Discussions
Key discussion points are described as follows.

1) The components of the team-based internal supervision system consisted of the following. Input included internal supervisors and their ability, supervisees, supporting resources, supporting environment, and teamwork management. The finding of this component was in accordance with the study by University of Washington (2008) which found that the educational supervision had four components: personnel, assignment, supervision skills, and supervision meeting.

Richard and James (2006) explained that an effective supervision consisted of: growth support, teamwork, honoring others, expectation for excellence, responsibility, inspection, possession, and support for relations. Process included creation of the team-based internal supervision, a team-based planning for the internal supervision, a team-based strategic determination, a team-based supervision implementation, a team-based supervision monitoring, and a team-based internal supervision evaluation. The finding was in accordance with the work of Hoy and Forsyth (1986). They held that the supervision process was divided into three phases: before observation, during observation, and after observation. It was similar to the work of Harris (1963) who referred to the supervision process as comprising five processes: planning, organizational management, implementation, control, and evaluation.

Output and outcome included knowledge and ability of the internal supervision team, teachers’ ability in organizing instructional activities, teaching behavior of teachers who were supervised and satisfaction in the team-based internal supervision system. Feedback included improved results or reports. Hoy and Miskel (2001) described the system as consisting of input, process, output, and feedback. Sukanan (2007) did a research on the internal supervision in the small schools and found that there were eight factors crucial to the internal supervision: strategic planning, supervision technique, roles and duties, evaluation, network creation, development, supervision media and instrument and human relations. Wongkom (2009) conducted a research on the supervision model and found that the supervision model of the office of the educational service area consisted of six components: planning, supervision implementation, media and technology, evaluation, participation, improvement, and development.

2) As for the current and desirable states of the internal supervision system of the primary schools in the study, administrators and teachers from 380 schools viewed that the current states of the system implementation were moderate and the desirable states were at the highest level. Considering the need priority concerning the internal supervision system, the following were found. In the aspect of input, the supervisors should be willing to listen to others and accept others views. They were able to appropriately apply the internal supervision techniques. The supervisees could use media and technology to organize instructional activities. Budget was allocated to be used to a maximum extent. Surrounding environments should be favorable to the internal supervision. The process comprised the following. The supervision was implemented in line with the setting of targets. The team members made contribution in determining the targets for the internal supervision implementation. They collected and analyzed data and played a part in monitoring, following up, and evaluating the system. The instrument was regularly developed and standardized. Output and outcome comprised the supervision team capable and knowledgeable.
The finding was found to be similar to the work done by Jiradechakul (2007) who said that the important factors for the internal supervision were: personnel of the schools had to be knowledgeable, capable and familiar with the issue they were dealing with, and the atmosphere of supervision should be friendly and allow a continuous implementation. Bloom (2011) conducted a research entitled the Effective Leadership and Instructional Supervision. He found that the school directors were to supervise the instructional activities and regularly monitor the process. Likewise, Abdulkareem (2011) did a research entitled The Supervision Implementation according to the Opinions of the Teachers and School Administrators in Riyard, Saudi Arabia and found that the factors contributing to the successful supervision comprised the following: efficiency of teachers’ performance, good relations between teachers and administrators, recognizance of errors, and successful teaching experiences.

In addition, Baffour-Awuah (2011) conducted a research Supervision in the Elementary Schools in Ghana. According to the opinions of the teachers and administrators, it was found that monitoring and following up the instructional activities were responsible for confidence and performance of those concerned. Clark (2004) found that supervision led to mutual trust, which in turn revealed human relations. Good colleagues were related to an efficiency of the supervision. In the research entitled A Study of the Internal Supervision in Wat Pradoochoomplee Schools, Chuaysiri (2011) found that the problems in the supervision process were lacking of personnel who had knowledge and expertise in supervision. Besides, the personnel were normally overburdened with teaching loads. There was no continuity in the supervision implementation. The recommendation was those tasked with the supervision tasks should be given the training and the supervision results should be regularly followed up.

3) The team-based internal supervision system for the primary schools in the study was validated by experts in terms of accuracy, suitability, possibility, and usefulness. The result was in accordance with the study by Kanjanawasee (2002) who described four standards for the system evaluation accordingly: utilization, possibility, appropriateness, and accuracy. As a result, the sub-system of the team-based internal supervision was acquired. The sub-system in question was composed of: 1) creation of the team-based internal supervision team, 2) planning for the internal supervision, 3) determining the strategies for the internal supervision, 4) implementing the internal supervision, 5) monitoring the internal supervision, and 6) evaluating the internal supervision. A handbook on the system consisted of the following: Section one: the introduction which contained a background, significance and objectives. Section two: the internal supervision system which consisted of components of the supervision system, indicators of the system, and a sub-system of the internal supervision. Section three: the steps of using the team-based internal supervision system. The steps consisted of supervision team formation, supervision planning, strategy determining, monitoring and following up the internal supervision, evaluating the supervision. Section four: the tools used to develop the internal supervision which was a formation of the supervision team and a team-based internal supervision.

In a research on School Directors as the Leaders in the Supervision in the Phillipines (Sindhvad, 2009) found that the school directors’ main duties were to build a confidence in a quality learning. They were able to promote and guide the teachers. Furthermore, they had to prove sufficient support to the personnel concerned. Similar to this study was the research conducted by Prompila (2010) who conducted a research entitled The Process Factors Affecting the Internal Supervision in the Schools under the Local Administrative Organizations. She found that planning, administration, survey of the problems and needs of teachers, evaluation, development and improvement were positively related to the teaching supervision. Kittiratchadnon (2008) studied the development of the model of the internal supervision in the primary schools and found that the supervision model which was developed in the primary schools was appropriate, possible, useful and accurate at a high level.

4) The results of an evaluation of the team-based internal supervision system showed that the system in the study which was developed was beneficial to the development of the internal supervision to both the supervisors and the supervisees. Based on the evaluation of knowledge and understanding of the supervising team, it was found that the supervising team from School A better knew and understood the internal supervision process. After the supervising team was trained to be more equipped with knowledge, the subjects could score 90-95. It meant that all had passed a 75% criterion. It could be interpreted that the supervising team had a better knowledge on the supervision system. The same was true with School B. Considering the ability to evaluate the internal supervision, it was found that the supervising team from School A was more capable. Two members of the team had a higher capacity and one member had a very high capacity in the supervision. Similarly, the supervising team from School B had a higher capacity in the internal supervision. One member had a capacity at a high level while there members had a capacity at a very high level.

It was also found that the teachers from two schools under study who were supervised were better able to organize the instructional activities. In addition, they had increased knowledge on the internal supervision after being supervised. With the instructional organization by the teachers who were supervised considered, it was
found that the instructional organization by the teachers from Schools A and B was better done in the aspects of planning, instruction, media, and evaluation.

As for the teachers’ behavior in organizing instructional activities, the teachers from both schools performed better following every supervision. Besides, the internal supervision system in question was found to be satisfactory to the supervisors and the supervisees. The satisfaction of both teams was at the highest level. The satisfaction of the teachers who were supervised was satisfied with the system at the highest level. The finding was in accordance with the study by Risso (2004) who did a research on the perspectives of the teachers and the educational supervisors concerning the concept of the educational supervision. According to the study, knowing the current states and difference of the schools, a variety of the supervision activities, relations between teachers and supervisors, and teachers’ participation were all essential to the system.

The outcomes pointed out the difference of the development of supervision and frequent visits. The finding was similar to the research by Collin (2003) who examined the internal supervision and teacher evaluation and found that the internal supervision was very important to develop and improve the quality of learning and teaching. Supervision can also change the teachers’ teaching approach. Wallace, Wilcoxon and Satcher (2010) studied advantages and disadvantages of supervision and found that supervision was useful in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. It was the means to solve the problems relating to providing guidance, and correcting the errors. Relevant to this was the work by Kittiratchadnon (2008) who explored the development of the supervision model in the primary schools. She found that the school administrators and the teachers could follow the set model. Both administrators and teachers were satisfied with the model.

6. Conclusion and Recommendation

6.1 Conclusion

The team-based internal supervision system consists of four main components and 17 sub-components.

6.1.1 Input

Its current states showed an implementation at a high level. Desirable conditions were at the highest level. Process: Current implementing states were at moderate level and desirable conditions were at the highest level. Output and outcome: Current implementing states were at the moderate level and desirable conditions were at the highest level. Considering the need priority in the team-based internal supervision system, it was found that on input: the top priority was a management in a team; on a process: the top priority was monitoring and follow up of the internal supervision; on output and outcome: the top priority was the outcome experienced by the supervision team.

6.1.2 Team-Based Internal Supervision System Consists of Six Sub-Systems

1) building the team-based internal supervision team, 2) a team planning for the internal supervision, 3) a join strategic planning for the internal supervision, 4) implementing the internal supervision, 5) monitoring and follow up of the internal supervision, and 6) a joint evaluation of the internal supervision.

6.1.3 Evaluation of the Team-Based Internal Supervision System under Study

The supervision teams from two schools in the study had understood the team-based internal supervision system. Based on the test, it was found that they had passed a 75% criterion and had a higher knowledge concerning the supervision than before training.

The supervision teams had an increased ability in the supervision activity.

The teachers from two schools in the study who were supervised had an understanding of an instructional organization. The test revealed that all had passed a 75% criterion. Their increased knowledge ranged between 30-45. They were found to have a higher knowledge on an instructional organization than before the internal supervision.

The concerned teachers who were supervised were better than before. They able to organize the instructional activities.

The teachers from the two schools who were supervised were more capable of developing the instructional activities.

Two supervision teams of two schools were satisfied with the implementation of the team-based supervision system at the highest level. The teachers who were supervised were satisfied with the same at the highest level.

6.2 Recommendation
Supervision evaluation. If the criterion of evaluation has been modified in detail of each item, it will be suitable to indicate the competency of the supervisor.

In the stage of building internal supervision team, the number of members in the team can be varied by the school’s size and supervisor’s responsibility. The minimum number of supervisor should not be less than two persons.

The result from this study yielded team-based supervision for the primary school and the administrator or related parties can apply this result for the implementation of internal supervision. Four months or one-semester long of team-based supervision are suggested. Also, monitoring and following up should be conducted continually for 1-2 months/session.
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